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have created the path to this recording
that it’s a bit of a sin to single any out. So here goes.
Deep gratitude and thanks to: the people of Japan for endless
inspiration (and hopes for a speedy recovery from the tragedies of March
2011), jim wilson, kaoru kakizakai, riley lee, ali ryerson, mad duran, christian
tamburr, shoko higake, mike olmos, john shifﬂet, david pinto,
vince delgado, raul ramirez, dave bell, joe tarantino,
eddie duran, steve erquiaga, elliot kallen, rich
powers, jane reichold, bill lange, david and
harmony susalla, and suzan friedland.
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murasaki muraiki was written by an anonymous
18th century monk and was surprisingly
picked up as the iconic theme of a
60’s rock star (honest !)
yamagoe, one of the honkyoku or “original pieces” for solo
shakuhachi from the dokyoku tradition, is here played
as a duet with marimba.
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The shakuhachi,
the traditional Japanese,
end blown bamboo ﬂute, originally
played by monks and later in classical ensemble
music, is increasingly being tried in a variety of
contexts such as the pieces on this recording. Written
by many of my heros such as wayne shorter, miles davis, john
coltrane, herbie hancock, charles lloyd, and albert ayler, these pieces
seemed particularly appropriate for a shakuhachi interpretation.

About the Music
1. dolphin dance (hancock) 7:06
2. wayfaring stranger (traditional) 1:28
3. invitation (kaper and webster) 9:03
4. infant eyes (shorter) 6:44
5. forest ﬂower (lloyd) 6:47
6. polkadots and moonbeams (van heusen and burke) 7:11
7. sue’s blues (young) 6:25
8. ghosts (ayler) 4:48
9. lupinus langorious (young) 7:03
10. ﬁlles de killamanjaro (davis) 9:34
11. murasaki muaraiki (hendrix) 2:42
12. yamagoe (traditional) 4:31
karl young * - shakuhachi
mad duran - alto ﬂute on 9,10
mike olmos - ﬂugelhorn on 1,6,7
shoko higake - koto on 8
christian tamburr ** - marimba on 1,3,4,5,6,7,10,12
- piano on 9
david pinto - bass on 3,5,7
john shiﬂett - bass on 1,6,8,9,10
vince delgado - percussion on 1,6,9,10
raul ramirez - percussion on 3,4,6,7,9,10,11
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* karl young played ﬂutes made by miura ryuho and bonchiku hoshi
** christian tamburr is endorsed by promark mallets and sticks
and plays exclusively musser marimbas
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this music
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After a period as a jazz saxophonist Karl Young embarked on a career
as a physicist, satisfying his musical urges during that period with a serious
study of the the shakuhachi with master players from Japan. He focused solely
on the traditional shakuhachi repertoire until a friend asked him to bring his
shakuhachi to a jam session. While playing jazz on a shakuhachi poses serious
challenges he realized that with the development of an appropriate approach,
the stirring, hauntingly beautiful sound of the shakuhachi could provide something compelling in a jazz context. Transitioning from physics to a full time
focus on his music, Karl recently released “Lost In The Wood” providing solid
evidence that that realization was sound.
Producer Mad Duran assembled an all star cast of musicians who were
eager to provide a unique setting for the shakuhachi. Mad’s inspiration to combine the sound of marimba virtuoso Christian Tamburr with the shakuhachi
resulted in an original, organic sound on standards as well as on Karl’s pieces.
In addition to anchoring a meditative duet version of Wayne Shorter’s Infant
Eyes, Christian provides a beautiful duet part for the traditional Buddhist solo
shakuhachi piece Yamagoe, and contributes inspired piano on Karl’s ballad
Lupinus Langorious. Albert Ayler’s classic Ghosts is given a special treatment
by combining the sound of the long shakuhachi with the sensitive playing of
Shoko Higake on koto and John Shifflet on bass. The strong percussion work of
Raul Ramirez and Vince Delgado throughout provides strong focus and given
the open harmonic context, bassist David Pinto adds extra melodic flair to the
pieces he plays on. Besides providing great solos, the enticing sounds of Mike
Olmos’s flueglehorn and Mad Duran’s alto flute provide an exquisite complement to the shakuhachi in the ensemble pieces. Karl’s amusing shakuhachi
rendering of Jimi Hendrix’s guitar sound on Murasaki Muraiki provides a truly
novel setting for the shakuhachi. In addition to providing some great jazz, “Lost
In The Wood” offers a new, unique, and compelling combination of sounds.
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